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ABSTRACt

Attitude researchers tend to restrict their responsibility
to studying respondents' reactions to a set of attributea7 and
the relations~p between attitude and behavior. Both ar~
important issues. But equally important and hithertG ignored
by attitude researchers is the question: Where do the attributes
come from? A ~ of the consumer decision process is presen-
ted which contains the key elements usually studied in attitude
research namely, feelings. beliefs, and attitude as well as
attributes and their source in the person and environment
elements that motivate the brand choice decision. It is con-
trasted with the Fishbein approach to studying attitude. ~
plications for achieving a closer match between the marketer t s
tasks and behavioral science theory and research are stated .

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY .CONSUMER PSYCHOLOGY. AND" MARKETING RESEARCH

There are at least three interested parties for the question;
Where do the attributes come from? Social psychology. consumer
psychology, and marketing research have something to say on the
subject. None of the three has offered what I consider to be a
complete answer by which I mean, here, an answer at the concep-
tual and empirical levels. Furthermore, the answers offered by
social psychology and by mar~ting research are very different :
in some sense, they are mirror images of each other.

Fishbein, who represents social psychology for pr~ent pur-
poses, tells us how to obtain a set of attributes empirically.
He states that attributes are generated by asking subjects to
list, in a free-response format, "the characteristics, qualities,
and attributes of the object, or the consequences of performing
the behavior" (Fishbein & Ajzen 1975, p. 218).

Consumer psychologists have pointed out that the question of
the theoretical source of attributes is a topic in need of atten-
tion (e.g., Cohen 1977; Pessemier & Wilkie 1972). Cohen, for ex-
ample, notes that the intellectual ancestry of the expectancy
value approach to attitude points to motivation as the source of
the attributes. At the same time, he also notes that it"is the
COImnon practice of workers in the attitude area to "shift focus
to the object of the attitude and TNork back to the individl~,
some as far as needs and motives {e.g., Katz 1960, Roscnberg 1956),
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associated with the object through prior learn1nl" (19n p.2).
In their research, consumer psychologists obtaJ.n their attribute
sets in a variety of ways. Often it is not entirely elear how
the attributes were obtained. Authors may tell us thst &0
existing attribute. set was used, perhaps one taken from: aD ear-
Uer study, or one developed by marketing research.. If fish-
be1n's procedure is followed, subject. are asked to state charac-
teristics of brands, or outcomes of usin, a product or br~
(e.g.. Ryan & Boufield 1975. p. 122).

In marketing research once again we find au empirical pro-
cedure as we did in social psychology. but one that differs in
substantive ways from that described by Fishbein. Qualitative
research. in particular the focus group interview. is the well-
trodden ground by which marketing research generates its attr1-
bute set. in conjunction with suggestions from the marketing
team.. Although a fair amount has been written on focus group
research, very little has been said about the model of behavior
that may direct the writing of the focus group interview guide.
Byand large. marketing research texts are silent on the subject
of generating product attributes. surprisingly so in view of the
pivotal role of product attributes as the embodiment of the mar-
keter's response to consumer wants. The practical, if brief,
comment in Boyd, Westfall, & Stasch (1977~ pp. 582-4) is a
notable exception. How marketing research goes about generating
the attribute set has not been documented to any extent and,
perhaps for this reason, its theoretical significance has gone
unDoted. Wilkie & Pessemder state: '~ethods for attribute
generation include expert judgment and unstructered group or
depth interview" (1973, p. 428). Note, however. that the topic
assigned to the expert j udges and addressed through the unstruc-
tured interviews is different from Fishbein' s direction to list
the characteristics of the attitude object. It is to develop a
list of product attributes and benefits which consumers want in
the situation in which the attitude object (e.g.. a brand) is
used. Qualitative research starts, typically. by asking respon-
dents to talk about the consumer activity or condition. broadly
defined. for which the brand of interest is to be used e.g. , "Our
topic today is meal preparation" (cf. Wells 1974, p. 2-139). This
is a very different procedure, empirically and conceptually. from
asking subjects to list the qualities or charactpristics of brands.

In sum, social psychology and marketing research give us
different procedures for generating an attribute set and neither
appears to have considered the conceptual framework. From con-
sumer psychology we have some concern about conceptual under-
pinnings along with empirical procedures which reflect consumer
psychology's dual allegiance to basic psychology and to
marketing research.

L part of what I plan to do in this presentation is to des-



cribe a cons~r decision 1DOde1 whicb includ&Sc the -iD elements
we &8aoc1ate wtth att.1..t1Mie models of the expectancy value variety
~ly. affect. cop:i.ttaa.. and. attitude. and wtI:1ch a1s~ 1aeo~
parates attributes and. their orlgiu in the person and envtTO--
aent ele.Dt8 ~t: 8)t1va.te the branG choice deci.iOD. A10DI the
way. I shall present side-bY'-side the app~oaches to a.tt1t11de of
soc1a1 psycbo1oay aDd marketing research and shall po1nt: to
substaut1.va d.iffar.-l(;a8 between ~
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WHERE DO 'lHP. ATTRIBUTES COME FROM.?

To address the question: Where do the attributes come from?
I am going to sCart by asking another question: Is there a lar-
ger behavioral model in which atCitude is embedded ? What are
the oCher concepts that come before and after attituda in a model
of behavior? (Figure I) .One thing that may follav atCituda is
behavior. The attitude-behavior relationship 1s tomorrowl s topic
so I shall not talk in any detail about whac follows attitude.
what comes to the right of Attitude in the figure, except to
remind you, in passing. of the general outlines of what is often
called the Extended Fishbein Model (Fishbein & Aj zen 1975) .

~ 2: A UPUSDrArI~ ay TU aTIImm rIIBRm -.
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:In Figure 2, Attitude and Subjective Norms combine to affect
Intention and Behavior. At the very end of my talk I shall men-
tion Behavior aga1n~ but until that point, the rest of what I
have to say relates to what may precede Attitude, i. e. , what isI
, in the blank spac£ to the left of Attitude.

I The term "attitude~ embodies the notion of attitude toward
something. x. the attitude object. The attitude object~ x. may
be a physical object. a concept. a behavior. In marketing re-
search we us~y talk as though x were a brand i.e. ~ an object.
;but I think it is true to say that the wording of the questions
~-~~!!~~~~~~-e~~ -~~~~.~~~~ that the ~on--



text is purchase behavior in a specific product category. The
attitude object, x, is represented in Figure 3, and I am asking:
BDv are we to concept~ize what 18 iD the space to tha 1e£t t
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It is widely held that beliefs and feelings combine in some
way to produce attitude~ so we can begin to fill the space with
the two attitude components: Beliefs and Feelings. Let's look
at the points of contact between social psychology and marketing
research practice in regard to these attitude components.

In marketing research practice probably the most frequently
asked survey questions relate to the components of attitude. Re-
spondents are asked to rate a set of attributes for importance
when choosing a brand in the product category under study; they
are also asked to rate major brands on the same set of attri-
butes. A direct questioning approach is usually used to obtain
overall attitude toward buying a brand, and there are many
different specific questions which are used for this purpose. In
social psychology, there are a number of versions of what is re-
ferred to in general terms as the expectancy value approach. Pro-
bably more than any other, Fishbein' s has been used in consumer
psychology, and I am following Fishbein here. Beliefs are ob-
tained by having subjects indicate the likelihood that x, the

'attitude object, has each of a number of attributes; feelings
are obtained by asking subjects to indicate the extent to which
each attribute is good or bad. The person's attitude toward the
attitude object, x, is then estimated by multiplying probability
'and evaluation for each attribute and summing over the set of
'attributes (Fishbein & Ajzen 1975, p. 223). Note that both in
marketing research and social psychology we cannot talk about
'researching Feelings and Beliefs without using one additiona~

;term: Attributes. i~ ,
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Our s~hematic DDV includes this additional term: Attributes
(Figure 4) .The expectancy value fo~tion for attitude is
saying that if we are to estimate a person's Attitude toward x,
we must know: The Beliefs the person holds about associations
between x and Attributes, and the Feelings the person has about
the Attributes. Attitude toward x, then, is a composite of one's
feelings about the attributes one believes x to possess. Not-
withstanding the superficial similarity between the approaches
of social psychology and of marketing research there are crucial
differences between them. Social psychology and marketing re-
search differ in the manner in which the attribute set is gen-
erated, in regard to the status of the attitude object, and in
their respective treatments of motivation (Figure 5) .
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Specific:a1ly, with regard to the question: Where do the
attributes came from? social psychology asks concerning the attri-
butes which subjects believe x, the attitude object, to possess.
Marketing research uses an indirect questioning approach to iden-
tify the attributes which respondents want in the product-use
situation under study. In marketing researchp thenp attributes
represent consumer wants. We know that the space to the left,
in Figure 4p must contain a conceptualization of the source of
consumer wants .It must contain some representation of the
motivating influences on consumers .

One of the difficulties psychologists and others have had
'with conceptualizing motivation comes, I believe, from thiriking
of motivation as something that resides within the person. If

I.
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we probe deeply enough, perhaps in the deep recesses of person-
ality, we shall find the answer to what mot~vates the person. Aa
I think marketing researchers have learned from. D.1Ch research 011
consumer wants, elements in the person' 8 environment as well a.
elements within the person may motivate behav~or i.e. , may 'act-
ivate behavior in a particular direction (Fenne11 1975) .Accord-
ingly, to represent motivation I shall talk about Activating
Cond~tions and Desired States (Figure 6).

0

Consumers experience discomfort (Activating Condition) and
they sense a disparity between the way things are and the way
they could be (Desired State), and they may engage in behavior to
bring about the desired state (Fennell 1979a; cf. Peak 1955).
As marketers, we ara interested in making available goods and
services possessing those attributes which will help consumers to
bring about their desired states. Elsewhere (Fennell1978), I
have described seven different kinds of activating conditions
and the direction for behavior associated with each. Note that
the term "activating condition" allows for influences on behavior
whether from the person or the enviromnent, and it refers to
tho~e influences that are operating in the situation under study.

As promised, I have been working backwards from Attitude,
filling in the space to the left in the figure. I have arrived
at the end of this enterprise, so far as our current purpose is
concerned, and what we find at the end i.e. , beyond the Activa-
ting Conditions in Figure 6, is a Person and an Environment.Where
do the attributes come from? They are the marketer's answer to
the desires of consumers which, in turn, arise from influences
coming from within the person and from the person's environment.

What we call "the enviromnent" as thoueh it were a unitary
entitv, in fact comDrises numerous systems, each one of which is
a large subject in itself. Likewise, "the person" is composed
of many different systems, physiological and psychological, which
exist side-by-side, sometimes intersecting each other and the
enviromnental systems .As marketers, we are not interested in
describing the environment ~ ~, or the person ~ ~, even
if it were possible to do so adequately. What we do want to



know 1s haw all of this enormous complexity comes together to
1nfluence the consumer's perception of meal preparation, or house-
bold cleaning, or private transportation, or perso~ hygiene,
or food storage, etc.

When person systems and environment systems intersect, or
come together, as they do in different ways many times a day,
they form a Situation (Figure 7) .Among the many situations

n~ 7. ~ or ACTtY~IC CO!eITtOSS IX PnSO8 AIm DIVtaO..u.T a.mms

that arise for the person in this way every day, marketers want
to understand those that involve or that may involve the use of
goods and services. I shall return shortly to fill in the rest
of this figure. First I want to examine in greater detail the
motivational and attitudi~ aspects of the consumer's decision
process which are shown across the top of Figure 8: The
Activating Conditions -"the way it is that I don't like,"
followed by Desir'?d States -"the way I want it to bet" and
next, Desired Product Attributes -"the attributes likely to
secure my Desired States." With regard to Brand-Attribute
Association, the consumer wants to know which brands offer and
deliver desired attributes; and finally, Overall Brand Attitude
is intended to represent the consumer's overall judgment about a
brand. taking pros and cons into account. Note that the market-
place translatian of consumer \1ants begins with "Attributes."

~ere do the attributes come from? The meeting of consumer
and producer which occurs in the translatioa of consumer wants
into product attribute3 is achieved lar~ely through the interface
of qualitative consumer research and the technological knowledge
of the R&D department. What is going on in those countless focus
group interviews which marketing research uses to help develop
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an attribute set is an attempt to get respondents to describe
the elements in their own personalities and environments that
provide clues to what they want in the situation under study.
Note that there are two conceptually distinct phases to building
the attribute set. The first has to do with understanding the
consumer's perspective i.e., activating conditions and desired
states. The second has to do with translating the consumer's
perspective into the physical and psychological properties of
goods and services. Each phase has its own difficulties.

i Understanding the Consumer's Perspective. I shall briefly
mention two difficulties. First, it is a curious feature of
human motivation that we seem to be able to articulate our goals
more readily than our reasons for having those particular goals~
or the conditions that influenced us toward the goals. In the
normal course of events, this may not be any great harm although
it may have something to do with the fact that often when we have
achieved a long-sought goal our experience of the achievement is
different from what we expected it would be. (Possibly, in set-
ting our sights on that particular goal we did not choose
appropriately in the light of the particular activating condi-
tions which were operative). To someone like the marketerp who
is in the business of helping us to achieve our goals, our
'difficulty in articulating the conditions that influence us to-
ward a particular goal presents a serious drawback. The problem
arises because what passes as a statement of goal in everyday
discourse may give little clue to the nature of its activating
'condition. Let's loo~ at one example in a marketing context of
'the motivational ambiguity of product attributes (Fennell 1978).
When people tell us for what they are strivingp or what they
wantt they have given us minimal information about their

~~-i~~t~on. ---1
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.A respondent. in a consumer survey on dog focd 88.'7 rate. ..good
nutrit:tontf high ~ importance. or in .focus. &roUP- .ssiou on
cOQS1J!!1er or:tent.ation to pet care: may sa,.: I want. good nut::ri.tl.ou
for my dog. Without fqrther probing~ .the llarketer has little
direction for product formulation or advertising attentional
st~ategy. The activating conditions and desired states of con-
sumers who indica te they want good nutrition in dog food may be
any of those shown in Figu~e 9, or indeed others.

A second difficulty in understanding the consumer's activa- .

t:l.ng condit-ions and desired states resides in the lj.keli.hood that
in order to fun~tion in their daily lives cQDh~rs may have
developed various coping st~ategies and" defense mechanisms which
serve to block from their awareness tDa.!ly of the larger and sma11er
irritations of everyday living. Identifying these annoyances
and devising ways to deal with them is one path to the promising .

nev product idea. But how exactly is marketing to do this if the
consumers to Which it ~urns for guidan~~ have blocked awareness
0£ dis~omfo~ts? Some twenty years ago the marketing world became
disenchanted: with the excesses of Freudian. ana1ysis applied to
everyday products. The possibility of subjectivity ou the part
of the researcher was unsettling, to say the least. when it
became evident in the differing recommendations of independe~t
researchers studying the same topic {seet for example, Ramond
'1974, p. 89). Marketing moved on to other approaches to uncov-
ering consumer wants. first t() reliance on la.rge nunDers -of
respoQdents and dab points -made possible by computer capacity,.
and more recently to ever more sophisticated statistical analyses.
The basi~ problem posed by the notion of unconscious ~tivation
're1!1a.ins unresolved. and it may arise right at the time foc-us
group respondents are supposedly sharing with us the consumer's
perspective. D~. Nadien takes a closer look at this problem
which is still very much at the frontier of known territory
CNadien 1980) .At the same timet marketing has taken on the
task of satisfying consumers1 wantst and the possibility that
peopl~ are not always able to articulate what they want comes
with the territory. Marketing's practice of multi-phase inter-
action between consumer and producer (through the variou3 forms
of product development research) uses a fair deg~ee of trial and
errort and seems appropriate at the present stage of development

~ b!~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~- -.-i
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!!!nslatin& Consumer Wants into Product Attri~ut.es. Under-
standing the consumer's perspective is only on~ of the two key
facets of bu.Ud.1ng the attrj,but.e set... The other 18 the transl.a-
tion of consw.er wants into product attrlb~tes. I believe most
marketing researchers would agree that it is not the res~ndent t s

role. in qualitative research. to state t.he exact product. fea-
tures or attributes that are desired.. Indeed. one of the more
common reasons why a researcher may feel dissatisfied with an
ex:ploratoy-y interview is that it had been hard to get. the respon-
dents to do more than playback the product att~ute language
which is often used in advertising. The .producer rather than
the consumer is familiar with the tec~ology of production. .and
understands what properties may and may not be built into a brand,
and how. When consumers t~k in produ~t attribute language they
are in the producer's area of expert knowledge. Co'.1~ume~s can
and do express reactions to product attributes~ but instead of
relying o-n cons~ers to generate desired product attributes it
is preferable to have them talk about what they. and nr)t the
produce~, know at first hand namely, ~he condicions that give
rise to their purchase and u~e of products. The researcher can
facilitate translation of t.hL consumer's peY-ception of the pro-
duct-us e situation into prod,--ct attributes by securing a briefing
f~om R&D personnel in advance of conducting exploratory interviews.
R&D people often have a wealt.h of informatiotl on human physiology
as well as product formulation possibilitie,') which focus group
moderators should be acquainted with as they prepare the inter-
view guide and moderate the discussio,.. With systematic prepara-
tionfor the explo~atory interview~ the researcher is bett.er
sttuated than otherwise to ex~rac~ the maximum amount of useful
information. It is essential that this information be then
shared with R&D to complete the consumer-producer interfa~e.
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For reasons such as these it is not expected that resPOn-
,dents in exploratory research will be in a position to give the
'information marketers need in response to direct quEstions re-
garding their activating conditions, desired states or desired
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product attr1but~~. A more realistic description of ~e actual
state of af£airs is shown in Figure 10.

SmIATIORAL MODEL OF BiAND CHOICE

r turn. UOW". to c~leting my conception of the brand choice
situation as ~eived by thec consumer. that is. standing in the

consume.rts shoes (Figure 11). -:- ~..
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Elements Ln the person and in the environment combine to
create an unpleasant state of affairs (Activating Condition).
Uuless the person uses some form of cognitive activity to neutra-
lize the activating condition, the alternatLve is to engag~ in
ove~t behavio~. The a~tivating condition determines the parti-
cular kinds of outcooe (Desired State) and attributes (Desi~ec
Attributes) that wil1 be positively valued by a consumer in the
product-use situation under study. DTawing on what they know
abol)t the benefits and attributes that brands offer and deliver,
including the r;-..inimum information that the brand is a p~oduct
c~tegory membec (Beliefs) , consumers select for consideration
those brands that seem li-kely to help bring about their desired
states (Brands Considered) .They may ne~d some mechanism for
combining their favorable and unfavorable belie::;:,; about each
brand into a single value (cf. attitude) which can then be used
to rank the brands considered in terms of buying preference
(preference Ordering) .Following use of the purchased brand
(Brand Use Outcome) , consumers judge the extent to whith the
brand helped to achieve ~eir desired states and to neutralize
their activating conditions. As a result of this expe~ience,
consumers. previous beliefs about the brand may have been con-
firmed or may need to be revised (Learning) .

Fo~ example~ parents see their teenage children rushing off
, in the morning without breakfast t and they are troubled because

~~~e-i~- b!l.f..ef that good he~~~-~--~equire-~-~-~-a~~~-!:~~~~~~~
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-a substantial meal. They may, of course, dispel their uneasiness
by questioning the soundness of the solid breakfast rule; remark-
ing perhaps to themselves that medical science, no less than other
disciplines, has its fads and that the latest: medical advice may
be extolling the benefits of fasting till noon. If cognitive
activityof this sort fails to lay their, concern to rest, the
activating condition remains and it specifies the desired state
of getting some form of nutrition into their te~nagers early in
'the day. How exactly this is to be done may be devised by
ingenious, caring, and diplomatic parents, but there is here ~n
opportunity for marketers to identify the parents' predicament
and create appropriate product forms i.e~, to translate the
essential activating elements into properties of goods and ser-
vices that are responsive to the consumer's condition.

Comparison with Social Psycholo~y's Attitude Model
Although my brand choice model contains elements that are

familiar to us from attitude research, specifically Feelings
and Beliefs, as well as Attitude itself in the sense of a sum-
mary or overall reaction to the attitude object (Figure 12), the
attitude and brand choice models differ in substantive ways. The

lattitude ~odal we take from social psychology starts with an i

lattitude object and enquires about the attributes people believe
1t possesses, then enquires about people's feelings toward the

,attributes. Where do these feelings come from? What is their
source? The answer is that we learn to have these feelings
because of other characteristics with which the attributes are
associated, which in turn are related to yet others in a chain
stretching back to early childhood:



"(attribute evaluations) are themselves a function of
beliefs linking the attribute to other characteristics and
evaluations of thos~ characteristicB. the latter evaln-
ations are agaiu based on beli~fs and evaluatiOns. etc. It.
is possible to continue such an analysis indefinitely. Ul-
timately, however. one must probably fall back on hedonism.
pleasure-pa1n princfples t or other primary motives to
account for the initla1 acquisition of affect. For example.
tor a neWborn infant ingestion of milk sat~sfies hun~er and
mav be viewed as glv!n~ pleasure or eltminattn~ pain. Milk
thus takes on some of the pleas~~~able (positive) qualities
associated with hunger reduction. In thig way, a positive
attitude toward ml1k has been acquired .The evaluation of
m!lk can now acco~nt in part for the development of
attltu,~E:s t(";;.--:rd other ooj~ts which came to be assoc:1atedwith milk (e.g., mother or breast}. .

A-lthough it is posstole !n prtnctple to trdce through
the development 0£ a perscn.s att:f.tude8 beginning with his
~l"ly c.T'lildE,-,j,.'d. it w:tlJ. usually De su.ftic:tent to assese
the evaluation of the attributes associated with the atti-
tude object at a given point in time" (Fishoein & Ajzen
1;:)75, p. 217).

For present purposes such an analysis is deficient in two
related respects. It assu'rIles that attributes are always eval-
uated in the sJ-:le W;!y regardless of the context, and by offer-
ing an ~xplanation in historical terms onlyf it fails to consider
the influence of cu:t'rently operating forces in the pE.rsont5 en-
vironmeQt which may comDlne with elements within the person to
determine value in specific situations.

.The attitude formulation from social psychology works
backward from an att:!tude ooject to l..~5pecU:ted motivations 1.e..
activat~g coad.itior,s (Figure 13) .In contrast J marketing re-

nf;J?! I}, ~ZYr.L~OM ar SOCI.;L m~w;y

search wants to unde~stand mott'~atton 1. e. , to specify the
activating conditions. and work forward from the~~ to an



attitude object (Figure 14) .Here activating conditions endow
certain att~~utes with value in the situations consumers find
themselves in. Depending on what they know about associations
be~een such valued attributes and ways to secure the attributes,
.consume!.'s co-nsider one or more attitud'? .objects. Note that
from. the present perspective. brands i.e.. attitude objects,
come up for purchase cor~ideration if th~1 are believed to offer
desired attributes. This is in sh;Xp coatrast to the sequence
of events in social psychology where the attitude obj ect Is the
focus of 1nit~ attention.

In a co:,.fere,~ :e sponsored by the American Market ing Assoc-
iation the context is clearly attitude research for marketing
applications. In this spirit, then. I b~lieve it is useful to
decompose the attitude formulation and to consider the function
0£ each of its elements in the context of a brand choice model,
from the perspective of marketing, on the one hand and of psy-
chological processes on the other (Figure 15) .
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Elements from attitude research appear across the center of



the figure: Attributes, Feelings. Beliefs and Attitude.(l)"Ac-
tivating Conditions" is added at the beginning to represent the
mtivating influences on consumers. {2)Rather than emphasize
just Feelings. it seems more appropriate to refer to the Attri-
butea about which consumers have FeeliDgs. (3) "Beliefs" has a
dual role: It represents consumerst 1nforma~ion about the mar-
katplace as well ..the means by which ODe or more branda come
up far purchase consideration. (4)Branda 184y not: mirror C~StD-
era t desired attributes exactly. or the consumer may be cboosing

from .two or ~r. brands; in either case the consumer need.. some
m-AnS of arriv:f.ng at an overall judgment that takes prO8' and
cons into account. This may be the prlmary function for At~i-
tude tD the marketing application: to address the question how
var~ous pieces of information about indtvidual options are
combined to yield a value which makes tt possible to order the

options preferent1ally.

Shown across the bottom are the corresponding markettna
tasks: (5)Identifying consumer wants (cf. Smith's (1956) notionof heterogeneity of demand and a market inherently segmented as .

regards consumer wants) ; (6)Translating consumer wants into the
attributes of goods and services, a task that involves the col-.
laboration of the marketing research and R&D departments; (7)Let-
ting consumers know that a good or service is available. (8)As-
sessing consumers' beliefs and knowledge about brand attributes ;
(9)Ascertaining the particular set of brands which a consumer
considers buying in order to identify the effective competi-
tive frame for different groups of consumers (cf. buying/consi-
deration class, Smith 1967); (lO)Finally~ studying consumers'
buying preferences --marketers want to know where their brand
places in the buying preference ordering of the brands consumers
have considered.

.Shown across the top of Figure 15 are the major psychologi-
cal processes which we would study in order to understand the
determinants of each component of the consumer's brand choice
decision. (ll)Activating conditions arise from elements in the
person and the person's environment. They originate from an
interplay among. for example. information. beliefs, and feelings.
which determines the kind of satisfaction the consumer. seeks.
(12)What consumers do to neutralize their activating conditions
depends in part 9n their store of knowled2e and belief about the
outcomes associated with various behaviors and stimuli as. well
as ~heir knowledge of the possibilities offered by the current
environment. (13)In generating specific action possibilities
(e.g. .brands to buy) consumers presumably search their memorv
and the current environment. and likely use noncompensatory
processinR by attribute in this search sta~e. Consumers. scan-
ning of the environment takes place intentionally and inciden-
,tally. possibly using a mechanism that lowers the threshold for



reception of affectively relevant stimulation (cf. affective
determinants of attention allocation, Fennell 1979b). Finally,
in the judgment phase, the consumer may use compensatory pro-
cessing by brand to convert the strengths and weaknesses of each
option being considered into a single value.

nIPLICATIONS

My analysis of consumer decision processes suggests a num-
ber of conceptual distinctions and implications for attitude
research which, because of space litnitations, I can touch only
briefly here (Figure 16). First, there are the related issues

PICURE 16: SIJ!IIIAKY

To an8Ver th. qu..tlon I began vlth: ..".r. do the attr1butea c... from?

-Th. varlablo. v. .tudy 1n attltud. r.search are part of a lar~.r model of behavior.

-Th1e largor bohavloral model ha. motivational and informat1on proco..in~ a-pocto.

-Tho attrlbut.s v. study In m;JrkotinR origInate In the motivational aspoct. of the ~d.l. Spe.lf1call."

they aro the qualities of Rood. and .ervlco. that help consumer. to ac!l1evo De.1red Stat.. and to

neutrall.e Activating Conditions.

M for Attitude, Hotlvat1on, and Marketing:

-It 1. Motivation's Job 'to explain the kind. of .at1.factlon .onoumero oeek.

-It 1. Attitude'. Job to oxplaln how consume\,o choo.e among opt1on. the., are con.ider1n. In order to

reall.e the .atlsfactlon. they .oek.

-It I. Harketlng'. Job to mako opt1on. ava1lable vlth attr1bute. that dellvor con.u..r .atl.fact1o".

S... Co"ceptuai DIstlnctlo".:

-Mot1vatlonal, Search, and Judgment aspect. of the doc1s1o" proces..

-Judgment and Affect aspect. of tIle .ttltude Construct.

-Bell.f. and Knawl.dge and tha nature of accomp3ny1nl Affeet.

S... laplleat1o". of Hark.tln. gesearch pract1ce for Mult1-Attr1bute Attitude Re.eareh:

Si"e. Attribute. reflect subJect.' wa"t. --

-Cenerate attr1butes from subJect.' reaction. to the entire product-u.o .1tuat1on rather tha" to the

attitude obJect oniv.
-U.e .ubJect. who enRage In the releva"t eonsumer acc1vlty In place of e.k1"g eubJeet. to pr.te"d th.y

are In the mark.t.

-Reme..e.er heteru.enelty of demand and do,,'t expect all .ubJect. to .haw a eo--n pattern of performanee.

-..ceuse attributes are motivationally amblguoua, study act1vat1"g cond1tlon. a. well ae cona..er

reaotlon. to product attribute..

of the necessity for ma:ting a distinction between belief.and
knowledge, and the question whether or not affect precedes
behavior. Attitude is often understood to mean a behavioral
tendency to approach or withdraw from an attitude object with
accompanying feelings of favorableness/unfavorableness, or lik-
ing/disliking. Certainly, the quality of this feeling is like-
ly to be different when the attitude object is known only by
description (belief) and when it is known by experience (know-
ledge). Marketing research practice acknowledges the distinc-
tion between knowledge with and without experience when '~rand
beliefs" data, for example, are analyzed separately for triers
and nontriers.

In my brand choice model, feeling originates in the moti-
vational processes of the consumer and directs the consumerts
search for appropriate attributes. If one brand only comes up
for consideration as possessing the desired attribute, it may
be bought on the basis of the consumer's belief alone. It

;)...i



UDDeceaaary ~O poatulate that the consumer likes the brand
in adVaDCe of trying the brand. If the bran4. delivers on ita
clai.. tha ~ 887 well like it. after uaa- ~-r. .1.£ ~
app1J the .'1abb~ formula in the cue just: duc.ribet,. bas- ~
what the COD8umer b8lievea about. the brand. and h(N' the: CaDS1-r
.va1uat-. what is ~ieYedt we obta1lL a.~. of attJ.t1Mi or
1~~fw. fOE' thaK~~ iD: adVaD.ca of puz:cha8.. The .tM~
--a~ tu fKCe ua to llake 8D aw~-rcaiited; ~
about 1 !HDI (aff-t) tu advaDce of ezpHi.msce. ~ i1r CaSea
wb8r8- the. COD8~ is \l8iDa judgJl8llt process.. a. g. ~ aa :!X1g
pros and. CODa of ODe or ~ branut ~ a preiarabla to
c.ona1dar ~ iaauea separately: 1) the part1c1tl&r combiDator1d
rulea aad. trade off systems that yield. an 0-. of the
optiOD8 which are befn2 considered: 2) the suhiect of affect" -
whether aDd whe::8: it. OC;curs in the dacis1aD procu.. aud ita
apec1f1c nature.

Whether a.ff'act: occurs before or after beh&V1a2' (..~. ..brad
ourchase) is ~ of course~ an issue that: baa arisen fA the d~
cuaaion relative to the hj,.erarchy of advertising effaeta (e.g. .
KaDJUd 1974~ pp. 14-22;, Ray 1973) .My analysis hHe sugeata
additional questions ~out the way advert1a1na worD that ar.~
perhap8~ even D)re interesting. Does advert1a1ug aarely'supply
informatiOD (e. g. ~ about brand-attTibute asaociatioU8} ,and, rely
OD ex18ting con~:r affect to power the purchase dec:i8iOD" 80'
to speak. or are thare circumstances in which it suppliea both
1Dformat1.oo aDd IJK)ti.ve power for the purchase dec.:f..s1on? Au.-1y-~-
t1atna. for example. could create lik1Da for am itea ~ ~e
of purchaaa so that: the nonposses8ion of the itm. becomes aD.
activatinl coud.i.'t::1OD for the consumer. Also. it could. i~Mtl-
C&te a belief which combines with ex:1st1Da person and -
ment elements to create an activating couditian. at the same
t~ creating an appropriate brand-ettribute associatialr so that
the consumer selects the advertised brand as the m~ of
neutralizing the activating condition.

Underlying what has beeti suggested so far is t.he further
implication that the consumer's degree of fam.i.liarity nth a
particular mtivating situation is an important vartable with
theoretical ramifications that go beyond those so far articula-
ted in discussions of Howard's (e.~.. 1977) or Robtnsoa. Farist
& Wind's (1968) threefold classificatian of buying situations.
The d1.mensions tha~ define familiarity may vary depeudiD.s (8
the marketing task being studied. My analysia of eona~
dect.ion processes. for example~ suggests the tmportanea of
distinguishing between instances in which the consuaert. infor-
mation about the marketplace is based on experience and those
~ ~iCh it is nots a qualitative distinction with theoretic~
implications that. are not apparent when ~t rather than kind
of informat1oD is stressed.

JO



With ~ard to the ~l1catiou. Cor attttuda rea~ which
fa couducted 1D the COU:S~ "9CboloR:Y lahorato" with -eve
to .rketiDa aDOUcat~. a ".troaa.. 1Dt8W~.t;&tioa o-f --c t
have bee SA'fiu 18 that tbe kiDda of QU88tiOD. t'YVical1~
addr 1D ~i-e.ttr1bute. 8ilti-br8Dd ruearcb are ~iafu1
cm1y 1D: tha ~~~ of a dKia1~ ~tocaa --1D: CODMDer
WBDta.. Hckat;iDa: r~--ch8rS r8CO8'Dt~ ~ ~U'YatiIODal coatut:
by M.an. of a RW88r of procec!ur.. vbidI oft:- t in lab-

oratory raearch. P'1r~ .~ c~ peycholo81.t. ~ ~t8
subjKta. difficulty 1.n ~tng d881r.. Utr1hat~ ( ..
M'aw-fs. Ahtola., & nippel 1975" pp. 46-7). C~~ti1l. tbe. at;trt-
bute set in a -er s-f...1a... to that uaad in ~kat:1n& r~ .

may be helpful (i.e. .f~ a ctiS~U88iOD 1.n wb1ch subjecca' ~
act1OD. to the eI1Ure product-- situatiou is abta1Ded rather
than ODly to the attitude object or the behavioral outc~) .
Second. marketing researchers scre.-l respondmta to obtaiD. those
currently mgAgina in the CODaumar act1.vity of 1ntar..~.. In
the absence of evidence that subjects who ar. asked to pretend
they are in the u.rUt for a p~1.cu1ar produ~t behave in a man-
ner subst8D.t1ally S-f-i 1.?' to subjects who truly have r.iavant
wa.t8. the marketing resurch screeu-fng pract:1..c. appears prefer-
able for use tn the laboratory as well. Tbird. becaus. of the
or1g1n of attributes in crm.sumar wants. attitude r..earcber.
may cons1der the implications of heterogeneity in n~d for
their research. P'ourth. because product attribut- are ~t1.va-
tiona1ly aumiguoua (1... , the "same't product attrihut. may be
desired by consumers with differing act1.vatiDI conditioD8) .
consumer psychol081sts may expect to reach a better \mderstan-
ding of consumar b8hav1.or we. tbe1.r analysi. is d1ffermtiated
at the level of activating couditions rather tba:a: at the 18Ve1
of product attributes oa.ly in the manner of mJ.ltl-attribute.
multi-brand research. The last two poiDts suggest an initial.
clustering of subiects in the unner of seamentatioD. research.

F1Da11T. SV8tematica1lv releTaDt information is lost. when.
instead of ascertainin2 the brands thev consider buvin2. subiects
are reQuired to react to a Dredetermined set of brands. The fD-
formation lost is of great significance in a marketing context
and, more basica1ly, an t.portant aspect of the deciaiou process
18 reDX)Ved from. investigation namely, the emergence of candidate
behavior. aDd St1811 i foro coasideratiou in specific: situations ..

In a context where the ~t1vationa1. search, aDd judgamt:
aspect8 of the decision procesa are distinguished. the attitude
re8earch trad1ti~ may contribute primarily to elucidating the
judgment aspect i.e. , the processes by which consumer8 reconcile
what they want and what they know in chooSing among the options
they are consider1ng. Progress to this end will be facilitated
by research which is integrated within the framework 0£ the
entire decision process .
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